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Abstract This paper proposes a multi-objective constrained minimum weighted bipartite assignment prob-

lem (MCMWBAP), which is considered an extension of the classical bipartite matching problem (BMP). We

first provide the formulation of the MCMWBAP and prove that it is an NP-hard combinatorial optimiza-

tion problem. Based on this formulation, multi-objective energy-aware shortwave radio broadcast resource

allocation problem (MSRBRAP) application is studied. The goal of this problem is to allocate radio pro-

grams to transmission devices to broadcast all radio programs felicitously with a maximized objective of total

qualified monitoring sites and a minimized objective of energy consumption. Then, a novel multi-objective

hybrid evolutionary algorithm (MOHEA), which is integrated with push and pull initialization, the dynamic

resource allocation strategy, and the aggregate local search procedure, is developed to solve the problem.

The proposed method is evaluated using two categories of benchmarks for MCMWBAP together with a

real scenario case study for MSRBRAP. Furthermore, the key components of MOHEA are analyzed, and

the experimental results demonstrate that MOHEA outperforms two classical multi-objective evolutionary

algorithms (NSGA-II and MOEA/D), improving working efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Given an undirected weighted bipartite graph G = (U ∪ V,E,W1,W2) with two disjoint vertex sets U ,
V and the edge set E ⊆ U × V , let W1 : E → R and W2 : E → R be two weighting functions that
evaluate the respective weight of each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E. A matching of G is a subset M ⊆ E such
that all pairs of edges {e1, e2} ∈ M ×M are not attached to the same vertice. However, it is considered
extremely strict for the matching restriction to formulate some practical applications. For example,
in a shortwave radio broadcast resource allocation problem (SRBRAP) [1], each transmission device
can broadcast multiple programs with the purpose of maximizing the sound quality, which distinctly
violates the matching constraint. Thus, bipartite assignment is introduced to relax this constraint. Here,
an assignment of G attempts to determine a subset A that satisfies the condition A ⊆ E. In other
words, each vertex can connect to more than one vertex from its adjacent set. Note that the bipartite
assignment can be easily solved using greedy algorithms; therefore, additional constraints are introduced
to restrict the concurrent selection of some edges. Taking the SRBRAP as an example, as programs
overlap the broadcast time and some devices may share hardware components, a constraint is added to
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ensure that overlapped programs cannot be transmitted on devices with shared components. Thus, the
constrained minimum weighted bipartite assignment problem attempts to determine an assignment of G
that can minimize the total weights of edges while satisfying constraints C, which formulate the conflicts
of all pairs of edges. In addition, as most real-world applications typically have two or more concerned
objectives, we further propose a multi-objective constrained minimum weighted bipartite assignment
problem (MCMWBAP) by simultaneously optimizing two weighting functions, i.e., a maximized objective
of total qualified monitoring sites and a minimized objective of energy consumption.

The weighted bipartite matching problem (BMP) has been studied extensively from both theoretical
and practical perspectives. The most popular algorithm for the BMP is the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [2,
3], which makes this problem solvable in polynomial time. Representative applications include shape
matching and objective recognition [4], and the data path allocation problem [5]. Following that, the
primary contributions have been related to solving variants of the BMP. One of the most valuable problems
is online weighted bipartite matching, where right-hand vertices are given in advance, and left-hand
vertices appear online in random order. In response, several online approximation algorithms have been
developed to determine which edges should be selected in the matching with a competitive ratio [6].
Online features can be used to describe dynamic combinatorial auctions, where items are assigned to
bidders that arrive in an online manner [6]. Recently, a weighted bipartite B-matching problem has been
presented, where a maximum degree constraint for each vertex is required for matching. In addition,
Chen et al. [7] developed a greedy algorithm with a theoretical guarantee to solve this problem, and they
applied the model in an e-commerce scenario. Recently, another study [8] utilized weighted bipartite b-
matching to deal with lexical sense alignment in natural language processing applications. In summary,
many models and applications have revealed the importance of the bipartite graph optimization problem,
and we extend the bipartite graph family by introducing the MCMWBAP.

Based on the MCMWBAP model, a real-world multi-objective energy-aware SRBRAP is first presented
in this paper.

In 2016, Ma et al. [1] proposed the SRBRAP from their cooperative project with the State Adminis-
tration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television in China. They attempted to replace manual
adjustment of staff using pseudo-Boolean constraint and local search techniques. The experimental results
demonstrated quality improvement and improved efficiency compared to manual work. The frequency
assignment to radio programs was well considered in SRBRAP, and it integrated integer linear program-
ming and satisfiability modulo theories solving, as well as a local search algorithm, to solve the problem
effectively [9]. Recently, Wang et al. [10] studied a radio broadcast scheduling problem and proposed a
complete (branch-and-bound) algorithm to solve it. In their study, three rules were introduced to select
devices, and an upper bound estimation function was introduced to achieve fast convergence. Thus, in
this study, we focus on optimizing the multi-objective energy-aware shortwave radio broadcast resource
allocation problem (MSRBRAP) as a case study of MCMWBAP in consideration of energy consump-
tion and qualified monitoring sites. Generally speaking, high-power equipment typically generates strong
signal strengths, and their energy consumption increases in a corresponding manner. For the sake of
compromise, multi-objective optimization techniques are applied to provide a set of nondominated so-
lutions for decision makers. Owing to the characteristics of multi-objective optimization, a group of
evolutionary algorithms is preferable because such algorithms can deal with multiple solutions at each
iteration. Among these algorithms, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms with a local search procedure
have been studied extensively relative to the trade-off between exploitation and exploration [11]. In con-
sideration of communication delay and throughput, the broadcasting scheduling problem is solved by a
mixed neural-genetic algorithm [12], which suggests that genetic operators may work to solve the MSR-
BRAP. To enhance exploitation, the local search method has been integrated into the genetic algorithm
to tackle broadcasting scheduling in wireless multi-hop networks [13]. We refer readers to the literature
for more information [14].

In this study, we exploit the features of two representative algorithms, i.e., NSGA-II [15] and
MOEA/D [16], by combining them. Here, the non-dominating relationship and crowding distance tech-
niques of NSGA-II are integrated into the decomposition-based updating strategies of MOEA/D. In
addition, a dynamic computational resource allocation strategy motivated by [17] is applied to determine
which search regions should be refined in each generation. Another barrier to this constrained multi-
objective optimization problem is dealing with the constraints effectively. In the MCMWBAP, infeasible
regions make it difficult to approach the Pareto front; thus, a push and pull strategy is aroused. As sug-
gested by Fan et al. [18], the push operator attempts to rapidly approximate the unconstrained Pareto
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front without considering the constraints. Then, the pull operator deals with the obtained Pareto front
with constraint-handling approaches to make the solution set feasible. As a result, the repaired popula-
tion begins to evolve from a closer initialized Pareto front. Note that efficient and effective local search is
critical to improving solution quality and the distribution of the Pareto front [19]. Therefore, aggregate
local search using a weighted-sum decomposition method has been applied to conduct an intensification
search. By defining neighborhood structures with Exchange and Reallocate operators, both of which are
helpful in the single-objective SRBRAP, we hope to improve solutions and the current Pareto front.

Our primary contributions are summarized as follows. (1) A new constrained minimum weighted bi-
partite assignment problem is formulated and solved using an evolutionary algorithm. (2) Three valid
strategies are designed with the evolutionary framework for this constrained combinatorial optimization
problem, including dynamic resource allocation, push and pull initialization, and aggregate local search.
(3) A real-world application (MSRBRAP), which considers energy consumption, is solved by the pro-
posed algorithm. (4) Detailed experiments are performed on three categories of benchmarks for the
MCMWBAP, and a MSRBRAP case study is presented. The computational results demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm is extremely competitive with NSGA-II and MOEA/D algorithms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Definitions and notations for the MCMWBAP and
MSRBRAP are presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Then, the proposed algorithm is introduced in
Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss experiments conducted to verify the effectiveness of the multi-objective
hybrid evolutionary algorithm (MOHEA) in both academic and practical instances. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Multi-objective constrained minimum weighted bipartite assignment prob-
lem

Here, the formulation is given with an example to illustrate the problem. Then, the NP-hardness of the
MCMWBAP is proven.

2.1 Problem definitions

Here, the definitions and notations used to describe the problem are presented. Assume G = (U ∪
V,E,W1,W2) is a bipartite graph, U , V are two vertex sets that satisfy U ∩V = Φ, and E is the edge set
that contains all edges connecting U and V . Weight vectors W1 and W2 are associated with edge e ∈ E

to indicate different contributions. Note that edge weight plays a more flexible role compared to vertex
weight because the vertex weight can be represented by the edge weight, where each edge connected
to the same vertex is given the same value as the vertex weight. However, the vertex weight cannot
well represent the edge weight because it can only describe the information of one endpoint of the edge.
Therefore, without loss of generality, two edge weight vectors are defined in this problem. In addition,
a constraint set C = {c〈e, e′〉| e, e′ ∈ E and e 6= e′} is maintained. Here, for each pair of edges 〈e, e′〉
with c〈e, e′〉 = 1, at most one edge can be assigned to the solutions. In other words, e and e′ cannot be
selected simultaneously. For condition c〈e, e′〉 = 0, no constraints are imported on edges e and e′. Given
the above notations, the goal of a MCMWBAP is to allocate each left-hand vertex (U) to a right-hand
vertex (V ) without breaking the conflict rules such that the total weights of both objectives are minimized
concurrently. Figure 1 illustrates how the matching problem is converted to the constrained assignment
problem.

The left side of Figure 1 shows a feasible solution to the BMP, where each pair of edges has no
intersection. In the middle figure, u3 and u4 are permitted to be allocated to v3 under the assignment
definition. Thus, a better solution can be generated by adding two red lines. When the constraint is
introduced (i.e., the blue lines) in the right figure, the dashed line is deleted and a red line is joined.

Assume xi,j denotes allocation from vertex ui to vertex vj , and c〈e, e′〉 ∈ {0, 1} is a constraint acting
on two conflicting edges e and e′. Here, w(i,j) and w′(i,j) denote the various weights of the edge e = (i, j).
Accordingly, the formulations of the MCMWBAP are given as follows.

(1) Each left-hand vertex ui should be assigned to a single right-hand vertex vj ,
|V |
∑

j=1

xi,j = 1, for each ui ∈ U. (1)
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Figure 1 (Color online) Transformation from weighted bipartite matching to constrained weighted bipartite assignment.

(2) Conflicting edges e = (i, j), e′ = (k, l) cannot be selected simultaneously,

(xi,j + xk,l)× c〈e, e′〉 6 1, ∀e, e′ ∈ E. (2)

(3) The objective is to minimize the total weights of the selected edges:

Minimize

|U|
∑

i=1

|V |
∑

j=1

xi,j × w(i,j), (3)

Minimize

|U|
∑

i=1

|V |
∑

j=1

xi,j × w′(i,j). (4)

2.2 NP-hardness of MCMWBAP

We prove that the MCMWBAP is NP-hard by reducing from the independent set problem to it, which
cannot be solved using exact optimization methods for large-scale instances.

Proposition 1. The multi-objective constrained minimum weighted bipartite assignment problem is
NP-hard.
Proof. For an independent set problem (ISP) with G′ = (V ′, E′), vertex v is referred to as the adjacent
vertex of u if there exists an edge between u and v. The goal of ISP is to select a subset of vertices V such
that all adjacent vertices of V are excluded in the candidate solution. In other words, for each pair of
adjacent vertices, at most one can be selected in the solution. For the CMWBAP, each edge is considered
as a vertex in the ISP, and we add an edge between vertices in G′ if the pair of vertices conflict in the
CMWBAP. In addition, edges in the CMWBAP with the same left-hand vertex are also linked by edges
in the ISP. Then, all weights are set to 1. As a result, the CMWBAP is transformed into a classical NP-
complete problem, i.e., the ISP. Clearly, the procedure is a polynomial time reduction process. Assume
there exists a solution to the CMWBAP. Then, this solution is also a solution to the original ISP. The
construction from CMWBAP to ISP guarantees that conflicting edges will not be selected simultaneously,
and one left-hand vertex can be assigned only once. Any vertices in ISP that violate these constraints
will be connected by edges, which cannot be selected concurrently. Conversely, if the ISP has a solution,
the CMWBAP is also feasible. As a result, the extended multi-objective problem is also NP-hard. Now
that we have proven the NP-completeness of the decision version of the MCMWBAP, it easily follows
that the problem itself is NP-hard. Similarly, the MSRBRAP is also NP-hard.

3 Multi-objective energy-aware shortwave radio broadcast resource alloca-
tion problem

Generally, in a large country like China, there can be thousands of radio transmission devices distributed
in dozens of shortwave radio stations. For a radio program, the broadcasting effect in its target area may
vary from one device to another. Each radio program should be transmitted with a proper transmission
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device such that the broadcast satisfies certain criteria in the target area. In addition, it is desirable
to maximize the overall broadcasting effect and minimize the total energy consumption of all devices.
Given the definition of the MCMWBAP, we introduce a case study called the MSRBRAP, which can be
transmitted into the MCMWBAP with small adjustments.

Here, assume the left-hand vertex set U includes all programs to be assigned, and the right-hand
vertex set V is the set of all devices. The edges in E represent allocations from programs to devices. To
measure the broadcasting effect, each allocation is associated with weight w1 representing the number
of qualified sites if this program is allocated to a device. The total maximum number of qualified sites
is considered as the objective of the MSRBRAP. To promote power consumption efficiency, the other
objective is to minimize the total energy consumption, where each allocation corresponds to an energy
rate. Finally, the constraint in MCMWBAP is not directly formulated in the MSRBRAP. Here, it is
formulated through the definitions of competitive programs and conflicting devices. Particularly, each
program is labeled with a broadcasting time span [ti, t

′
i] that indicates the start and end times of the

given program. When two different programs overlap, they are considered competitive programs. In
addition, two distinct devices are referred to as conflicting devices if they share the same transmitter,
antenna, or electric switch. Based on this information, competitive programs are not permitted to be
allocated to conflicting devices. Therefore, we refine the original constraint (2) as follows:

ci,k ∧ c′u,v → ci,k,u,v, (5)
∑

xi,xk∈U

∑

xu,xv∈V

(xi,u + xk,v + xi,v + xk,u)× ci,k,u,v 6 1, (6)

where Boolean variables ci,k and c′u,v are for the competitive programs and conflicting devices, respec-
tively, and ci,j,u,v represents the restriction that competitive programs are not permitted to be allocated
to conflicting devices. In addition, the objective equation (3) is transformed into a maximization one as
follows:

Maximize

|U|
∑

i=1

|V |
∑

j=1

xi,j × w(i,j). (7)

To facilitate comprehension, an example is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the MSRBRAP can
be represented as a variant of the weighted bipartite graph, where P and D are two disjoint sets of
vertices. If allocation 〈Pi, Dj〉 is admissible, there is an edge with pairwise weights (W,W ′) connecting
corresponding vertices. Here, W is the broadcasting effect, W ′ is the energy consumption per allocation,
and the vertices connected by dashed lines represent competitive programs or conflicting devices.

4 Multi-objective hybrid evolutionary algorithms for MCMWBAP

The MOHEA is introduced in this section. The MOHEA framework is described first with detailed
explanations. Then, the key components of the MOHEA, i.e., fast push and pull initialization, dynamic
resource allocation strategy, and aggregate local search, are described.

4.1 Framework of MOHEA

The framework of MOHEA is described by the pseudocode presented in Algorithm 1.
At the beginning of the algorithm, weight sets W1 and W2 are normalized to [0, 1] (line 1). Next, the

MOHEA decomposes the MCMWBAP into N subproblems by initializing the uniform weight vector λ
as MOEA/D does (line 2). Based on the Manhattan distance of λ, each subproblem is associated with
T closest subproblems as its neighborhoods. Then, GP is initialized by the push and pull initialization
operator to better cope with the constraints (line 3). The initial external population EP is set to GP,
and the offspring population OP is initialized as ∅ (lines 4 and 5).

The main loop of the MOHEA iterates until the cut-off time is reached (lines 6–25). At each iteration,
MOHEA allocates computing resource to various subproblems dynamically through the experience of the
competition. Specifically, one subproblem (i.e., an individual) is selected to evolve each time (line 8).
When this individual is determined, two parents are selected randomly from its T neighbors in GP and
EP, respectively (lines 9 and 10). Next, the crossover operator is applied to combine good genes, and
the mutation operator is applied to strengthen the diversity of the population (lines 11 and 12). Then,
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Figure 2 Example of the MSRBRAP.

Algorithm 1 Framework of MOHEA

1: (W1,W2)← initializeEdgeWeight(W1,W2);

2: λ← initializeWeightVectors(N);

3: GP ← PushPullInitialize(λ); // Subsection 4.2

4: EP ← P ;

5: OP ← ∅;
6: while (elapsed time < cutoff time) do

7: for n = 1 to N do

8: j = selete a subproblem(); // Subsection 4.3

9: P1 ← random neighbor(GP, λj , T );

10: P2 ← random neighbor(EP, λj , T );

11: OPi ← crossover(P1, P2);

12: OPi ← mutation(OPi);

13: end for

14: if No Excellent Generated(L) then

15: for i = 1 to pop size do

16: OPi ← local search(OPi); // Subsection 4.4

17: end for

18: end if

19: for i = 1 to pop size do

20: update neighborhood(GP,OP
i
, T );

21: end for

22: EP← OP + EP;

23: EP← fast non dominanted sort(EP);

24: EP← first N ind(EP);

25: end while

26: Return EP;

the algorithm performs fast aggregated local search to enhance the exploitation of MOHEA under the
condition that no excellent individuals were generated in previous L generations (lines 14–18). GP is then
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updated by those newly generated solutions through a neighborhood updating procedure (lines 19–21).
Finally, the external population is updated by the fast nondominated sorting process on the union set of
EP and OP, and only the first N individuals are selected (lines 22–24). When the cut-off time is reached,
the external population EP is returned as the result of the MCMWBAP.

4.2 Push and pull initialization

For evolutionary algorithms, initialization quality plays a key role in the entire process, especially for
constrained optimizations. Generally, abundant diversity in the initialized population is desirable to
cover the searching space as much as possible. Thus, random initialization is often employed in evo-
lutionary algorithms by ignoring each individual’s fitness value, which improves the initial solutions in
the evolutionary process. However, randomized solutions typically result in slow convergence, which is a
vital challenge in time-sensitive environments. In addition, some infeasible regions formed by constraints
are considered to be the obstacle of advancing the frontier; thus, they should be considered carefully.
Based on the above considerations, push and pull initialization (PPI) is proposed, which greedily pushes
the frontier to the true PF of the unconstrained version of the MCMWBAP, and then pulls it back to
feasible regions by a repair operator in random order. As a result, the initialized population can generate
stochastic solutions that can approach the true PF better.

Unlike the generic evolutionary algorithms used in the push search reported in [18], the push operator
in the MOHEA is an a priori heuristic. To be specific, each vertex of U can select those vertices in V

independently if all constraints are ignored. Thus, for a single vertex u in U , we greedily select vertex v in
V with the minimum aggregated weights of e ∈ E. As a result, it is easy to see that the obtained solution
S is an exact solution of the unconstrained aggregated single-objective problem. Algorithm 2 outlines
the process of the push operator. To generate feasible solutions, a pull operator is applied immediately
after the push operator, whose aim is to produce a high-quality as well as diversified population within
acceptable time. The pull operator is described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 Push operator

1: UP = ∅;
2: for each weight vector λi ∈ λ do
3: Suc = ∅;
4: for each element u in U do
5: V ′ = {v|(u, v)∈E};

6: v = argminv∈V ′{gws((u, v)|λi)};
7: Suc = Suc ∪{(u, v)};
8: end for
9: UP = UP ∪{Suc};
10: end for
11: return UP ;

Algorithm 3 Pull operator

1: Pc = ∅;
2: for (i = 1; i 6 |UP|; i = i+ 1) do

3: Sc = ∅;
4: Suc = UPi;
5: while Suc 6= ∅ do
6: (u, v) = random edge(Suc);
7: if Consist((u, v), Sc) then

8: Sc = Sc ∪ {(u, v)};
9: else
10: V ′ = {v′|(u, v′)∈E and Consist((u, v′), Sc) = true};

11: v′ = argmin
v′∈V ′

{gws((u, v′)|λi)};

12: Sc = Sc ∪ {(u, v
′)};

13: end if
14: Suc = Suc \{(u, v)};
15: end while
16: Pc = Pc ∪{Sc};
17: end for
18: return Pc;

In the process of the pull operator, all allocations in unconstrained solution Suc are evaluated to
determine whether they break the conflicting rules. Here, edge (u, v) is added to Sc directly if it does
not conflict with any other allocations in Sc (lines 7 and 8); otherwise, it will be repaired greedily by
selecting the best qualified edge (u, v′) that is consistent with Sc (lines 9–13). After all solutions have
been examined and adjusted, the current individual becomes feasible and gets close to the true PF.

Figure 3 shows the initialization process of the MOHEA. First, the push operator quickly obtains
the unconstrained true PF. Then, the pull operator pulls those solutions over the infeasible region and
arrives at a close position. The MOHEA then performs evolution procedures to approach the final
constrained PF. Note that each allocation is checked in random order; thus, the diversity of the population
is maintained. In addition, the uniform weight vectors used by PPI ensure a good population distribution
in most cases. These push and pull operators are efficient because they only scan individuals once and
replace them in a greedy mode.
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4.3 Dynamic resource allocation strategy

As resource competition exists extensively in nature, an individual who is stronger typically gains more
resources. In the basic MOEA/D, all subproblems evolve together and are treated equally; therefore,
computational resources are distributed evenly among the various subproblems. However, different sub-
problems may have different contributions to optimization at different stages. Thus, the dynamic resource
allocation strategy is applied in the MOHEA to exploit elites.

One solution can be considered excellent if its fitness and distance from others are promising. To filter
these solutions, all children generated in this iteration are merged into EP, and the best N individuals
are selected to be the new EP by fast nondominated sorting [15]. Then, the surviving children in EP
are referred to as excellent solutions. Next, the subproblems that yield excellent solutions are likely to
gain more computational resources in the next L generations. Here, parameter L controls the dynamic
allocation frequency. Specifically, roulette wheel selection is applied to determine the subproblem i to be
optimized in generation g according to the following equation:

pg
i
=







1
N
, 1 6 g 6 L,
ESg

i
+∆

∑
N
j=1

(ESg

i
+∆)

, g > L,
(8)

ESgi =

g−1
∑

k=g−L

eski , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (9)

∆ = ε
∑N

i=1
ESgi , (10)

where eski is the number of excellent solutions generated by subproblem i in the kth generation, and ∆
is a perturbation factor with ε = 0.002. In each generation, the MOHEA samples subproblems N times
according to the probability pg

i
calculated by (8). Note that the selection probability pg

i
is equal and static

within the first L generations because insufficient information is provided for learning, and MOHEA is
iterated without distinction. When g exceeds L, the solution information of the previous L iterations is
gathered (denoted ESgi ) to affect pg

i
. Briefly, all subproblems compete to generate a single child through

their performance in the previous L iterations. As the probability is updated along with the generation,
only better individuals survive.

4.4 Fast aggregate local search procedure

Local search is an efficient method to improve one individual by exploiting its surroundings. Here, a fast
aggregate local search technique is proposed for the MCMWBAP to quickly improve solution quality.
First, two neighborhood operators are introduced, i.e., the Exchange and Reallocate operators.
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Exchange operator. The Exchange operator (Algorithm 4) focuses on internal optimization by
rationalizing the selected vertices. Note that no other vertices are considered in this structure. In each
iteration, the operator attempts to select two distinct edges with no shared vertices, and then exchanges
their right-hand vertices. To ensure the feasibility and convergence of solution S, the following conditions
should be satisfied. (1) Each left-hand node should only be allocated to a single attachable right-hand
node (line 6). (2) Both allocations after Exchange should be consistent with others (line 15). (3) Only
those swaps with positive benefits are acceptable (line 10), where the benefit is calculated according
to the gap of the aggregate fitness functions (line 9). The first two conditions ensure the feasibility of
the exchange, and the third condition guarantees convergence. Once the Exchange operator finds two
feasible and acceptable left-hand nodes to exchange, it performs the operator and returns a better solution
(line 16). Otherwise, the operator will terminate and return the original solution.

Reallocate operator. The Reallocate operator is complementary to the Exchange operator, which
stresses external optimizations. It attempts to improve allocation from a reallocation among vertices not
in the current solution. As Algorithm 5 shows, for each edge (u, v) in the solution, each right-hand vertex
v is evaluated to determine whether it can be replaced by vertex v′ such that edge (u, v′) is more suitable
for the current solution. Here, the Reallocate operator uses a different searching trajectory compared to
the Exchange operator and can help avoid the local optimum. Here, the calculation of the benefit and
consistent inspection are similar to that of the Exchange operator. Note that the Reallocate operator
terminates immediately when it finds a better solution.

Algorithm 4 Exchange

1: visited← ∅;
2: while |S\visited| > 0 do

3: (u, v)← random alloc(S\visited);
4: visited = visited ∪ {(u, v)};
5: for each allocation (u′, v′) ∈ S\visited do

6: if attachable((u, v′)) and attachable((u′, v)) then

7: old pair← {(u, v), (u′, v′)};
8: new pair← {(u, v′), (u′, v)};

9: benefit = gws(old pair|λj)− gws(new pair|λj);
10: if benefit <= 0 then

11: Continue;
12: end if

13: S1 = S\old pair ∪ {(u, v′)};
14: S2 = S\old pair ∪ {(u′, v)};
15: if Consist((u, v′), S2) ∧ Consist((u′, v), S1) then

16: Return (S\old pair) ∪ new pair;
17: end if

18: end if

19: end for

20: end while

21: Return S;

Algorithm 5 Reallocate

1: for each device allocation (u, v) ∈ S do

2: old alloc = (u, v);
3: for each right node v′ ∈ attachable nodes(u) do

4: new alloc = (u, v′);

5: benefit = gws(old alloc|λj)− gws(new alloc|λj);
6: if benefit <= 0 then

7: Continue;
8: end if

9: if Consit(S\old alloc,new alloc) then

10: Return (S\{old alloc}) ∪ {new alloc};
11: end if

12: end for

13: end for

14: Return S;

Local search framework. Given the above descriptions of the basic operators, the aggregate local
search framework is described in Algorithm 6. During the search process, only a single operator is
employed each time. Here, two flags, i.e., CanExch and CanReal, are used to indicate whether the
Exchange and Reallocate operators can be applied, respectively. In addition, the oper variable is used to
indicate whether Exchange (oper = 0) or Reallocate (oper = 1) is employed.

First, both switches are initialized as true, oper as 0, and the counters SearchNum as 0 (line 1). Then,
the loop iterates until SearchNum reaches MaxSearchNum (lines 2–30). In each loop, the algorithm
determines whether internal or external optimization is executed on the solution S (lines 3–11). According
to the selected oper, related operations are executed as described above, i.e., Exchange (line 13) or
Reallocate (line 21). In addition, the update procedure is accomplished by weighted-sum decomposition
of the multiple objective functions (lines 14–16 and 22–24). Note that each local search is associated with
a weight vector λj , which represents a specific optimized direction of the multi-objective optimization
problems (MOP). The operator is forbidden in the next loop when no improved solutions are produced,
which helps avoid repetitive search procedures, thereby making the local search efficient (lines 18 and
26). At the end of the local search, S is returned as the best solution under the weight vector λj

(line 31).
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Algorithm 6 Local search

1: CanExch = CanReal = true; oper = SearchNum = 0;

2: while (SearchNum < MaxSearchNum) do

3: if CanExch = false and CanReal = false then

4: break;

5: else if CanExch = true and CanReal = true then

6: oper = rand{0, 1}; //Randomly select 0 or 1

7: else if CanExch = true then

8: oper = 0;

9: else

10: oper = 1;

11: end if

12: if oper = 0 then

13: S′ = Exchange(S,λj);

14: if gws(S′|λj) < gws(S|λj) then

15: S = S′;

16: CanReal = true;

17: else

18: CanExch = false;

19: end if

20: else

21: S′ = Reallocate(S,λj);

22: if gws(S′|λj) < gws(S|λj) then

23: S = S′;

24: CanExch = true;

25: else

26: CanReal = false;

27: end if

28: end if

29: SearchNum = SearchNum + 1;

30: end while

31: Return S;

5 Experimental studies

In this section, we first describe three categories of MCMWBAP benchmarks to fully test the proposed
algorithm and analyze the characteristics of each instance. Then, the parameter settings are described,
and two popular metrics for evaluation are introduced. All details can be found online1). Here, we
compared MOHEA to competitive algorithms to evaluate and compare its performance. In addition,
the effectiveness of the key components of MOHEA are demonstrated with further discussion. Finally,
a real-world case, i.e., the MSRBRAP, is examined to improve broadcasting quality and reduce energy
consumption.

All experiments were conducted 10 times on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 (3.4 GHz
and 8 GB RAM) processors running the Windows 10 operating system. Note that the time limit for all
optimizers was 3600 s.

5.1 Comparison with different algorithms

To demonstrate the superiority of MOHEA, a set of MOEAs were compared, including MOEA/D-WS,
MOEA/D-TF, MOEAD-BI [16], and NSGAII [15]. In addition, a heuristic method PPI is also recorded,
which is proposed for the initialization of the MOHEA. The HV and IGD results are shown in Tables 1
and 2, respectively.

The results obtained with † indicate that the algorithm is significantly inferior or superior to MOHEA.
The last row in these tables summarizes the statistical Mann-Whitney U test with a 0.05 significance
level, where “S-D-I” indicates that the compared algorithm is superior to, not significantly different from,
or inferior to the proposed MOHEA. In addition, the PF distribution figures are illustrated to compare
different methods explicitly. From the results, we can conclude the following.

(1) MOHEA outperformed PPI on all s-type instances, medium-sized w-type instances, and the Movie-
Lens 100k network. There was no significant difference on the Crime network and those small and large
w-type MCMWBAP instances.

This situation is further analyzed in Figure A1. (i) For the Crime network and w-type MCMWBAP
instances with small scale, PPI could produce a high-quality PF that was close to the true PF. Thus,

1) http://ai.nenu.edu.cn/yinmh/data/supplementary.pdf.
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Table 1 Mean HV values obtained by MOHEA and compared algorithms on MCMWBAP

Instances MOHEA PPI MOEAD-WS MOEAD-TF MOEAD-BI NSGAII

MCMWBAP-1-s 5.8396E−1 4.4892E−1† 5.5722E−1 5.3716E−1 5.2621E−1 5.2545E−1

MCMWBAP-2-s 6.0079E−1 4.6342E−1† 4.7437E−1† 4.3876E−1† 4.1689E−1† 4.3476E−1†

MCMWBAP-3-s 6.4629E−1 5.2771E−1† 4.5262E−1† 4.1568E−1† 3.9871E−1† 4.1363E−1†

MCMWBAP-4-s 6.5023E−1 5.4152E−1† 4.0005E−1† 3.6537E−1† 3.4920E−1† 3.5310E−1†

MCMWBAP-5-s 6.4556E−1 5.4352E−1† 3.6390E−1† 3.2740E−1† 3.1224E−1† 3.0027E−1†

MCMWBAP-6-s 6.2836E−1 5.4641E−1† 3.3146E−1† 2.9415E−1† 2.7947E−1† 2.5233E−1†

MCMWBAP-7-s 6.1880E−1 5.4629E−1† 3.0913E−1† 2.7256E−1† 2.5770E−1† 2.2373E−1†

MCMWBAP-8-s 6.0409E−1 5.4773E−1† 2.8785E−1† 2.5365E−1† 2.4270E−1† 2.1122E−1†

MCMWBAP-1-w 9.3708E−1 9.3115E−1 8.2378E−1† 7.0098E−1† 6.5082E−1† 6.3499E−1†

MCMWBAP-2-w 9.9634E−1 9.9511E−1 6.0068E−1† 5.6900E−1† 5.7419E−1† 6.0225E−1†

MCMWBAP-3-w 9.9697E−1 9.9540E−1† 4.2184E−1† 3.9529E−1† 3.7825E−1† 4.7223E−1†

MCMWBAP-4-w 9.9678E−1 9.9473E−1† 2.6014E−1† 2.4907E−1† 2.1046E−1† 3.2539E−1†

MCMWBAP-5-w 9.9643E−1 9.9475E−1† 1.8761E−1† 1.7442E−1† 1.5319E−1† 1.7565E−1†

MCMWBAP-6-w 9.9547E−1 9.9423E−1† 1.1682E−1† 1.1025E−1† 9.1071E−2† 4.6930E−2†

MCMWBAP-7-w 9.9404E−1 9.9364E−1 8.4797E−2† 7.8850E−2† 6.7609E−2† 1.9429E−2†

MCMWBAP-8-w 9.9338E−1 9.9324E−1 6.7013E−2† 5.7740E−2† 4.7944E−2† 1.3281E−2†

Crime network 7.7949E−1 7.7677E−1 7.3294E−1† 7.0555E−1† 6.8073E−1† 6.9036E−1†

MovieLens 100k network 9.8414E−1 9.1082E−1† 2.2023E−1† 2.1065E−1† 1.8034E−1† 2.7058E−1†

U test (S-D-I) – 0-5-13 0-1-17 0-1-17 0-1-17 0-1-17

Table 2 Mean IGD values obtained by MOHEA and compared algorithms on MCMWBAP

Instances MOHEA PPI MOEAD-WS MOEAD-TF MOEAD-BI NSGAII

MCMWBAP-1-s 3.1707E−3 7.9421E−2† 1.8986E−2† 6.7727E−2† 8.3482E−2† 7.7280E−2†

MCMWBAP-2-s 2.1645E−3 7.0450E−2† 1.2978E−1† 1.9602E−1† 2.2492E−1† 2.0306E−1†

MCMWBAP-3-s 1.8449E−3 6.8309E−2† 1.9242E−1† 2.5507E−1† 2.7620E−1† 2.6019E−1†

MCMWBAP-4-s 1.4899E−3 6.4362E−2† 2.5396E−1† 3.1308E−1† 3.2846E−1† 3.2882E−1†

MCMWBAP-5-s 9.5887E−4 5.9059E−2† 2.9071E−1† 3.4397E−1† 3.6067E−1† 3.7185E−1†

MCMWBAP-6-s 1.0091E−3 6.8174E−2† 3.1799E−1† 3.7376E−1† 3.9054E−1† 4.1418E−1†

MCMWBAP-7-s 6.3509E−4 7.0581E−2† 3.5131E−1† 4.0799E−1† 4.2384E−1† 4.5523E−1†

MCMWBAP-8-s 4.5254E−4 7.7587E−2† 3.6480E−1† 4.1507E−1† 4.2797E−1† 4.5682E−1†

MCMWBAP-1-w 7.2343E−4 1.1379E−2† 7.8226E−2† 1.8931E−1† 2.2878E−1† 2.0758E−1†

MCMWBAP-2-w 1.2414E−4 6.7648E−3† 3.3816E−1† 3.2441E−1† 3.0284E−1† 2.7151E−1†

MCMWBAP-3-w 8.3947E−6 2.2745E−2† 5.2068E−1† 5.0292E−1† 5.1670E−1† 4.0213E−1†

MCMWBAP-4-w 0.0000E+0 2.5956E−2† 7.2475E−1† 6.8890E−1† 7.2909E−1† 5.6196E−1†

MCMWBAP-5-w 0.0000E+0 2.3233E−2† 8.1030E−1† 8.0161E−1† 8.3201E−1† 7.8021E−1†

MCMWBAP-6-w 6.8671E-07 1.3207E−2† 9.1679E−1† 9.1805E−1† 9.5834E−1† 1.0582E+0†

MCMWBAP-7-w 0.0000E+0 6.2384E−3† 9.9231E−1† 9.8518E−1† 1.0184E+0† 1.1625E+0†

MCMWBAP-8-w 0.0000E+0 2.1145E−3† 1.0207E+0† 1.0341E+0† 1.0597E+0† 1.1904E+0†

Crime network 8.1571E−4 3.2781E−3† 4.9216E−2† 1.0664E−1† 1.5444E−1† 1.2182E−1†

MovieLens 100k network 0.0000E+0 6.7626E−2† 7.3852E−1† 7.3472E−1† 7.4854E−1† 7.0154E−1†

U test (S-D-I) – 0-0-18 0-0-18 0-0-18 0-0-18 0-0-18

based on the initialization of PPI, the MOHEA can explore the search space with little improvement. This
is the main reason that there is no significant difference in the HV indicator for small-scale instances. Of
course, this also explains why the PPI concept is effective. For the large w-type MCMWBAP instances,
the MOHEA required too much time in each iteration and converged slowly. Therefore, given the limited
time, PPI achieved performance that was similar to that of the MOHEA. (ii) For w-type MCMWBAP
instances of medium size, the results of PPI gathered in the origin region, and the MOHEA could seek a
more dispersed PF through its exploration capacity. For s-type MCMWBAP instances, Figure 4 shows
the limitation of the weighted-sum decomposition methods. Owing to the evolutionary process and local
search procedure, the MOHEA can deal with the challenge better than PPI. For the MovieLens 100k
network, Figure 4 shows that the PF obtained by the MOHEA is denser and better than that obtained by
PPI. Although it is easier for EAs to be trapped in a local optimum, both PPI and MOHEA approximated
the true PF well, which demonstrates the effectiveness of PPI.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Nondominated solutions obtained by various algorithms on 10 instances. (a) MCMWBAP-1-s;

(b) MCMWBAP-3-s; (c) MCMWBAP-5-s; (d) MCMWBAP-7-s; (e) MCMWBAP-2-w; (f) MCMWBAP-4-w; (g) MCMWBAP-6-w;

(h) MCMWBAP-8-w; (i) Crime network; (j) MovieLens 100k network.

(2) Compared to other MOEAs, the MOHEA worked best on all instances relative to IGD, and most
instances regarding HV except for MCMWBAP-1-s, on which MOHEA is considered to be statistically
equal to other MOEAs. (i) For MCMWBAP-1-s, which is a small-sized instance with simple structures
but is difficult for PPI, MOHEA performed slightly better than others for the HV metric. Figure 4
shows that the distribution of the PF generated by the MOHEA has a wider spread than others. (ii) For
the other large-scale s-type MCMWBAP instances, the MOHEA is clearly superior to other algorithms
relative to both the distribution and convergence of the PF. For w-type MCMWBAP instances, PPI
could obtain excellent solutions along the PF, thereby making MOHEA the most promising algorithm.
As the scale increased, the gap between MOHEA and others increased. The MOHEA demonstrated the
best performance on the Crime network instance because it found a wider PF. In addition, the compared
MOEAs obtained poor performance relative to optimizing the first objective of the MovieLens 100k
network.

5.2 Analysis of key MOHEA components

To clarify the performance of the major MOHEA components, three variants were obtained by deleting
each key MOHEA component, i.e., dynamic resource allocation, aggregate local search, and push and
pull initialization. Detailed descriptions are given as follows.

- MOHEAnoDRA: This alternative version of MOHEA uses a static method to allocate computing
resources; i.e., each subproblem is allocated to the same computing resource.

- MOHEAnoLS: This alternative version of MOHEA does not include the local search process.

- MOHEAnoPPI: This alternative version of MOHEA uses random initialization rather than PPI.

Tables 3 and 4 show the results of all MOHEA variants relative to HV and IGD, respectively.

Here, compared to MOHEAnoDRA, MOHEA demonstrates its advantage relative to solving s-type
MCMWBAP instances, especially for large cases. As was analyzed previously, the central part of the
s-type PF is more difficult to explore. Therefore, the dynamic resource allocation component offers more
computing resources to subproblems that focus on optimizing the challenging part of the PF.

From the comparison of MOHEA and MOHEAnoLS, we observe that MOHEA outperformed
MOHEAnoLS on six instances relative to the HV indicator and 13 instances in terms of the IGD in-
dicator. These results reveal the benefits of the local search procedure to move forward the PF and
maintain a good distribution. There is no doubt that local search will influence the efficiency of MOHEA
more or less; however, the overall performance of MOHEA is promoted distinctly.
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Table 3 HV results of strategy validation on MCMWBAP instances

Instances MOHEA MOHEAnoDRA MOHEAnoLS MOHEAnoPPI

MCMWBAP-1-s 5.6750E−1 5.6592E−1 5.6479E−1 5.6778E−1

MCMWBAP-2-s 5.7376E−1 5.7010E−1 5.6935E−1 5.7358E−1

MCMWBAP-3-s 6.4711E−1 6.4068E−1 6.4005E−1 6.4734E−1

MCMWBAP-4-s 6.5021E−1 6.3991E−1† 6.3943E−1† 6.4947E−1

MCMWBAP-5-s 6.4549E−1 6.3274E−1† 6.3465E−1 6.4160E−1

MCMWBAP-6-s 6.2843E−1 6.1631E−1† 6.2683E−1 6.3063E−1

MCMWBAP-7-s 6.1876E−1 6.0183E−1† 6.1669E−1 6.1680E−1

MCMWBAP-8-s 6.0413E−1 5.9606E−1† 6.0918E−1 5.9545E−1

MCMWBAP-1-w 9.1505E−1 9.1498E−1 9.1525E−1 9.1507E−1

MCMWBAP-2-w 9.9551E−1 9.9546E−1 9.9406E−1 9.9553E−1

MCMWBAP-3-w 9.9693E−1 9.9690E−1 9.9537E−1† 9.9687E−1

MCMWBAP-4-w 9.9674E−1 9.9673E−1 9.9469E−1† 9.9666E−1

MCMWBAP-5-w 9.9637E−1 9.9635E−1 9.9471E−1† 9.9623E−1

MCMWBAP-6-w 9.9546E−1 9.9523E−1 9.9421E−1† 9.9443E−1†

MCMWBAP-7-w 9.9403E−1 9.9391E−1 9.9362E−1 9.8392E−1†

MCMWBAP-8-w 9.9337E−1 9.9336E−1 9.9323E−1 9.6067E−1†

Crime network 7.7949E−1 7.7956E−1 7.7716E−1 7.7952E−1

MovieLens 100k network 9.5060E−1 9.4470E−1 7.9954E−1† 9.3667E−1†

U test (S-D-I) – 0-13-5 0-12-6 0-14-4

Table 4 IGD results of strategy validation on MCMWBAP instances

Instances MOHEA MOHEAnoDRA MOHEAnoLS MOHEAnoPPI

MCMWBAP-1-s 3.6735E−3 4.3584E−3† 4.9839E−3† 3.4894E−3

MCMWBAP-2-s 3.3629E−3 5.2651E−3† 6.2142E−3† 3.5836E−3

MCMWBAP-3-s 3.2633E−3 7.1112E−3† 8.2386E−3† 3.3184E−3

MCMWBAP-4-s 4.2192E−3 8.7073E−3† 1.0220E−2† 4.6876E−3

MCMWBAP-5-s 4.3455E−3 8.9654E−3† 9.8731E−3† 6.0900E−3

MCMWBAP-6-s 5.4491E−3 1.1240E−2† 6.6261E−3 6.9909E−3

MCMWBAP-7-s 6.6201E−3 1.2629E−2† 6.2984E−3 1.1045E−2†

MCMWBAP-8-s 8.1218E−3 1.3476E−2† 5.0405E−3 2.2470E−2†

MCMWBAP-1-w 3.7817E−3 3.7424E−3 3.5642E−3 3.8038E−3

MCMWBAP-2-w 1.4407E−3 1.6335E−3 6.1857E−3† 1.5133E−3

MCMWBAP-3-w 1.4398E−3 1.8671E−3† 1.5610E−2† 2.0619E−3†

MCMWBAP-4-w 2.9367E−3 2.3618E−3 2.2767E−2† 3.1127E−3

MCMWBAP-5-w 3.7147E−3 3.2218E−3 2.2241E−2† 4.2163E−3

MCMWBAP-6-w 2.4408E−3 4.5104E−3† 1.6365E−2† 9.6764E−3†

MCMWBAP-7-w 1.5288E−3 4.1766E−3 8.1211E−3† 2.9236E−2†

MCMWBAP-8-w 2.3255E−3 3.1052E−3 4.3917E−3 4.6742E−2†

Crime network 2.5517E−3 2.6828E−3 3.0229E−3† 2.4679E−3

MovieLens 100k network 3.0504E−3 1.2533E−2† 1.3694E−1† 1.8139E−2†

U test (S-D-I) – 0-7-11 0-5-13 0-11-7

The effectiveness of the PPI strategy is confirmed in Tables 1 and 2, where PPI achieves rather
competitive performance. We conducted additional experiments to confirm that it is vital to include
PPI in the MOHEA. The results indicate that there is no significant difference between MOHEA and
MOHEAnoPPI on small and medium instances, while MOHEAnoPPI deteriorated as the scale of the
instances increased because PPI is limited in that it can produce a well-distributed PF in only one
iteration. In addition, for some difficult instances, e.g., the MovieLens 100k network, PPI failed to get
closer to the true PF, which can be remedied by the local search and evolutionary processes.

5.3 Case study

In this subsection, a real-world application is introduced and then solved using MOHEA, which benefits
both the program broadcasting effect and energy consumption. As MSRBRAP described in Section 3,
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Table 5 HV results of MOHEA and other algorithms on difficult broadcast instances

Instances MOEAH PPI MOEAD-WS MOEAD-TF MOEAD-BI NSGAII

T2000 P30 6.9465E−1 6.6134E−1 6.8810E−1 6.8210E−1 6.8185E−1 6.8395E−1

T2000 P40 6.7100E−1 6.3564E−1† 6.6200E−1 6.5873E−1 6.5766E−1 6.5599E−1

T2000 P50 6.8853E−1 6.4772E−1 6.7653E−1 6.7057E−1 6.6651E−1 6.6200E−1

T2000 P60 6.3696E−1 5.9988E−1 6.2141E−1 6.1996E−1 6.1398E−1 6.0951E−1

T2000 P70 6.1607E−1 5.7311E−1† 5.8781E−1† 5.8889E−1† 5.8442E−1† 5.7878E−1†

T2000 P87 6.1214E−1 5.6287E−1† 5.7062E−1† 5.7233E−1† 5.6100E−1† 5.5424E−1†

T3000 P30 7.1950E−1 6.9234E−1 7.1027E−1 7.0696E−1 7.0140E−1 7.0575E−1

T3000 P40 6.3878E−1 5.9945E−1 6.3428E−1 6.3014E−1 6.2634E−1 6.2237E−1

T3000 P50 6.4817E−1 6.0750E−1 6.3571E−1 6.3150E−1 6.2897E−1 6.2314E−1

T3000 P60 6.1482E−1 5.7903E−1† 5.9632E−1† 5.9431E−1† 5.8925E−1† 5.8276E−1†

T3000 P70 6.0807E−1 5.6973E−1† 5.8467E−1† 5.8030E−1† 5.7126E−1† 5.6293E−1†

T3000 P87 6.0902E−1 5.7107E−1† 5.6693E−1† 5.6417E−1† 5.5001E−1† 5.4596E−1†

T4000 P30 7.0272E−1 6.5833E−1 6.9786E−1 6.9268E−1 6.9242E−1 6.9522E−1

T4000 P40 6.4123E−1 6.0370E−1 6.3132E−1 6.3130E−1 6.2630E−1 6.2508E−1

T4000 P50 6.1192E−1 5.7128E−1† 6.0121E−1 5.9580E−1 5.9216E−1 5.8922E−1

T4000 P60 6.2329E−1 5.8859E−1† 6.0548E−1† 5.9852E−1† 5.9390E−1† 5.8722E−1†

T4000 P70 6.2045E−1 5.8403E−1 5.9186E−1 5.8338E−1 5.7941E−1 5.7055E−1

T4000 P87 6.2650E−1 5.9048E−1 5.7592E−1† 5.6910E−1† 5.5610E−1† 5.5522E−1†

T5000 P30 6.5210E−1 5.9466E−1 6.4894E−1 6.4437E−1 6.4225E−1 6.4149E−1

T5000 P40 5.9858E−1 5.5398E−1† 5.9453E−1 5.9162E−1 5.8494E−1† 5.8510E−1

T5000 P50 6.0840E−1 5.7364E−1† 5.9837E−1 5.9330E−1 5.8676E−1† 5.8043E−1†

T5000 P60 6.4448E−1 6.0967E−1 6.2678E−1 6.1354E−1 6.0477E−1 6.0106E−1

T5000 P70 6.4265E−1 6.0663E−1 6.1100E−1 5.9827E−1 5.8700E−1 5.8289E−1

T5000 P87 6.1801E−1 5.8275E−1† 5.6350E−1† 5.5318E−1† 5.4344E−1† 5.3332E−1†

T6000 P30 6.7523E−1 6.4250E−1 6.7345E−1 6.6430E−1 6.6181E−1 6.6381E−1

T6000 P40 6.2274E−1 5.8926E−1† 6.1717E−1 6.1214E−1 6.0487E−1† 6.0359E−1

T6000 P50 6.2329E−1 5.8492E−1 6.0703E−1 6.0243E−1 5.8880E−1 5.9080E−1

T6000 P60 6.1200E−1 5.7939E−1† 5.9264E−1† 5.7974E−1† 5.7036E−1† 5.6403E−1†

T6000 P70 5.9798E−1 5.6973E−1† 5.6357E−1† 5.5611E−1† 5.3918E−1† 5.3339E−1†

T6000 P87 6.1254E−1 5.8344E−1† 5.4716E−1† 5.3960E−1† 5.2132E−1† 5.1561E−1†

T7061 P30 6.9799E−1 6.7591E−1 6.9508E−1 6.8563E−1 6.8663E−1 6.8622E−1

T7061 P40 6.2893E−1 5.9586E−1 6.2193E−1 6.1472E−1 6.0727E−1 6.0574E−1

T7061 P50 6.1305E−1 5.7541E−1† 5.9840E−1† 5.9220E−1† 5.8187E−1† 5.7708E−1†

T7061 P60 6.3370E−1 5.9872E−1† 6.0717E−1† 5.9271E−1† 5.8148E−1† 5.7668E−1†

T7061 P70 6.1806E−1 5.8513E−1† 5.7870E−1† 5.6576E−1† 5.4823E−1† 5.4199E−1†

T7061 P87 6.3911E−1 6.0562E−1 5.6896E−1† 5.5310E−1† 5.3603E−1† 5.3304E−1†

U test (S-D-I) – 0-18-18 0-21-15 0-21-15 0-18-18 0-20-16

here, we only report the optimized plans for decision makers. The HV and IGD results obtained with
the MOHEA and other algorithms are shown in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

Table 5 shows that MOHEA outperforms the other algorithms relative to the HV indicator, and this
superiority is more obvious with the IGD indicator (Table 6). In addition, Figure 5 draws the nondom-
inated solutions achieved by MOHEA and other algorithms for different scales of broadcast instances.
According to the characteristic of broadcast instances, the top right corner of the PF is the most diffi-
cult region to explore. As shown in Figure 5, MOHEA achieves the maximum broadcasting quality and
minimum energy consumption simultaneously, and generates a broader range of trade-off solutions than
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Table 6 IGD results of MOHEA and other algorithms on difficult broadcast instances

Instances MOHEA PPI MOEAD-WS MOEAD-TF MOEAD-BI NSGAII

T2000 P30 3.8933E−3 2.6969E−2† 3.6363E−3 4.3635E−3 4.8536E−3 6.0918E−3†

T2000 P40 3.4375E−3 2.3875E−2† 4.2643E−3† 4.6203E−3† 5.5093E−3† 7.7326E−3†

T2000 P50 3.1706E−3 2.5865E−2† 4.9152E−3† 5.2124E−3† 6.5016E−3† 1.0305E−2†

T2000 P60 2.8327E−3 2.4972E−2† 8.3741E−3† 8.8772E−3† 1.3124E−2† 1.5616E−2†

T2000 P70 1.1805E−3 2.7648E−2† 1.9052E−2† 1.8585E−2† 2.3042E−2† 2.8684E−2†

T2000 P87 2.4592E-05 3.2536E−2† 2.9100E−2† 3.1556E−2† 4.2944E−2† 4.6986E−2†

T3000 P30 3.4966E−3 2.4864E−2† 3.7907E−3 4.1682E−3 4.8904E−3 6.4660E−3†

T3000 P40 3.6697E−3 2.9539E−2† 3.6874E−3 4.8510E−3† 6.1356E−3† 8.3321E−3†

T3000 P50 3.3029E−3 2.8569E−2† 6.3348E−3† 7.4607E−3† 9.4433E−3† 1.3085E−2†

T3000 P60 1.6624E−3 2.4458E−2† 1.2024E−2† 1.4264E−2† 1.7898E−2† 2.2099E−2†

T3000 P70 6.9994E−4 2.5704E−2† 1.6704E−2† 2.0710E−2† 2.9304E−2† 3.4639E−2†

T3000 P87 1.0751E−4 2.5895E−2† 3.0239E−2† 3.6318E−2† 4.9191E−2† 5.0847E−2†

T4000 P30 3.7073E−3 4.1887E−2† 3.5460E−3 4.1280E−3 4.6498E−3 5.4264E−3†

T4000 P40 3.4583E−3 2.9150E−2† 4.9751E−3† 5.3025E−3† 6.1704E−3† 8.0481E−3†

T4000 P50 2.8917E−3 2.7976E−2† 6.3664E−3† 8.7233E−3† 1.1635E−2† 1.3634E−2†

T4000 P60 1.9014E−3 2.3777E−2† 1.1349E−2† 1.6466E−2† 1.9764E−2† 2.4326E−2†

T4000 P70 5.5149E−4 2.4487E−2† 2.0051E−2† 2.6785E−2† 3.0901E−2† 3.5950E−2†

T4000 P87 3.0481E−4 2.5045E−2† 3.5496E−2† 4.2988E−2† 5.3984E−2† 5.6450E−2†

T5000 P30 3.8314E−3 4.8537E−2† 3.5636E−3 4.2043E−3 5.3800E−3† 6.1349E−3†

T5000 P40 3.6955E−3 3.5219E−2† 3.9201E−3 5.2047E−3† 8.2166E−3† 8.9155E−3†

T5000 P50 2.7117E−3 2.5847E−2† 6.5339E−3† 9.3923E−3† 1.4187E−2† 1.7319E−2†

T5000 P60 1.0632E−3 2.3218E−2† 1.1117E−2† 1.7650E−2† 2.4752E−2† 2.7229E−2†

T5000 P70 5.3344E−4 2.3299E−2† 1.9522E−2† 2.7994E−2† 3.6834E−2† 4.0239E−2†

T5000 P87 4.1033E−4 2.3730E−2† 3.7892E−2† 4.9351E−2† 6.0214E−2† 6.8124E−2†

T6000 P30 3.4536E−3 2.8948E−2† 3.1238E−3 4.7136E−3† 6.2024E−3† 6.7241E−3†

T6000 P40 3.2471E−3 2.7272E−2† 4.3163E−3† 6.5292E−3† 1.0244E−2† 1.1072E−2†

T6000 P50 2.1985E−3 2.7527E−2† 9.8373E−3† 1.2658E−2† 2.2732E−2† 2.0915E−2†

T6000 P60 8.4822E−4 2.2834E−2† 1.3733E−2† 2.4859E−2† 3.3657E−2† 3.6888E−2†

T6000 P70 7.1308E−4 2.0082E−2† 2.4838E−2† 3.5005E−2† 5.0712E−2† 5.5626E−2†

T6000 P87 5.2201E−4 1.9920E−2† 4.6079E−2† 5.9400E−2† 7.5755E−2† 8.0096E−2†

T7061 P30 3.4358E−3 2.0568E−2† 3.3785E−3 5.2710E−3† 6.0392E−3† 6.7924E−3†

T7061 P40 3.2619E−3 2.3026E−2† 4.7109E−3† 8.4847E−3† 1.2834E−2† 1.4256E−2†

T7061 P50 1.7365E−3 2.5713E−2† 9.7501E−3† 1.5989E−2† 2.3651E−2† 2.6697E−2†

T7061 P60 6.7199E−4 2.3410E−2† 1.8362E−2† 3.0329E−2† 4.0940E−2† 4.2667E−2†

T7061 P70 6.3876E−4 2.2052E−2† 2.7808E−2† 4.3849E−2† 5.8384E−2† 6.2802E−2†

T7061 P87 2.2327E−4 2.3333E−2† 4.9467E−2† 6.7619E−2† 8.4872E−2† 8.2721E−2†

U test (S-D-I) – 0-0-36 0-8-28 0-4-32 0-3-33 0-0-36

others.

6 Conclusion

We conducted a study to model and solve the MCMWBAP. To handle such a constrained optimization
problem, three strategies were integrated into an EA framework with problem information. The proposed
MOHEA found the current best solutions for various instances and demonstrated superior performance
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Figure 5 (Color online) Nondominated solutions obtained by MOHEA and other algorithm on some broadcast instances.

(a) T2000 P30; (b) T5000 P50; (c) T7061 P87.

compared to conventional MOEAs. In addition, a real-world application of MCMWBAP was investigated
to provide appropriate assignments for radio programs in consideration of the broadcasting effect and
energy consumption.
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